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Training and instruction videos in the categories: 
production, maintenance and alarm events. 
This always accessible knowledge will prevent 
unnecessary downtime, reduce problem solving time, 
and increase the quality of applied solutions.

The effectiveness of a machine 
partly depends on how it’s being operated and 
maintained. With the video instruction library we 
deliver insight information where needed. 
The videos contain clear examples that are easy to 
follow. An unexperienced operator or maintainer shall 
quickly understand what is needed to get the machine 
at maximum performance.
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How does it work?
A set of explaining videos in the categories: production,
maintenance and alarm events that can be found in the
iMi with an easy search function. After selection a video
plays in a window or full screen. The videos contain step by
step instructions and are equipped with subtitles in English
and when applicable other local languages.

• Production videos explain common tasks around the
machine and how maximized production ef� ciency is
achieved and kept.

• Maintenance videos are more technical and explain how
certain machine parts can be replaced and calibrated.
There are explanations like how gluing works, how settings
can be changed or sensors can be adjusted.

• Alarm event videos are presented to the user at the moment
they occur in the machine. When selected a short, but easy
to follow video shall explain what the cause of an event is,
how it can be solved.

A set of explaining videos in the categories: production,

Recap:
The easy accessible insight information 
brought to you by the specialists itself will 
increase the machines productivity and 
minimalize unplanned production stops by 
leveraging the work � oor knowledge around 
the machine.

What does it do?
Videos have become the new way of learning; 
especially when new subjects are thought, 
people understand information better after 
seeing an example. The combination of 
video and the text subtitles makes people 
remember the information. The video library 
bring unexperienced workforce quickly up to 
speed and maintains the knowledge around 
the machine. The videos can be seen at any 
moment by anyone. During alarm events the 
operator is made aware that additional 
explanations are available that can be 
watched directly with a click on the event. 


